
This workshop, hosted by Good Return, will focus 

on tools and strategies for increasing client’s 

consumer awareness and financial capability. 

We will discuss how financial institutions can 

influence the financial behaviours of consumers 

through education, empowerment and awareness

programs, including how to make such 

interventions sustainable and cost efficient.

Cost Effective Ways 

of Influencing Consumer Behaviour



Who is GR?



Today… Opening Discussion

Financial Inclusion – What is the Goal?

Consumer Protection & Financial Behaviour Change

Designing with humans in mind

The MC Challenge

Discussion Time

3:00 – 3:30pm TEA BREAK

Using the HCD method

Panel: Designing your strategy

• Big Data , Trends and the role for Analytics

• Apps need an ecosystem… building out a tech platform

• Developing insights you can trust?

• We are not afraid to talk about measurement

• Building scale

• The CAFE initiative – HCD in practice

Question time!

Wrap Up



Opening Discussion

With those around you share 

what is important to you about…

Sustainability, Cost Effectiveness & Impact

This workshop, hosted by Good Return, will focus on 

tools and strategies for increasing client’s consumer 

awareness and financial capability. 

We will discuss how financial institutions can 

influence the financial behaviours of consumers 

through education, empowerment and awareness

programs, including how to make such interventions 

sustainable and cost efficient.



In time passed, building a financial education or 
consumer protection program would start with 
a basic question…

“What do we want people to KNOW?”

Financial Inclusion What is the Goal?
As the recently released Centre for Financial Inclusion report ‘By the Numbers: 

Benchmarking progress towards Financial Inclusion 2020’  highlights, universal 

financial access is just a first step toward building full financial inclusion. Progress on 

financial inclusion requires building and maintaining an enabling ecosystem 

including policy, regulation and industry infrastructure.



However, now the focus has shifted.

In addition to Good Return’s efforts in the Responsible Inclusive Finance space, we 

have also been rethinking what else might be required to enable people to use 

financial services to better manage their lives.

This shift forces us to ask more questions –

“Can we better understand what key determinants and critical deterrents 

of financial behaviour exist, that are impacting genuine uptake, usage or 

dormancy)and overall customer experience of formal financial products?”
“How important are expectations and perceptions?”

“Do we understand the consumer experience?”

“What do quality financial services (able to bring significant value to 
consumers) look like – to the consumer?”

“What do people themselves seek to understand or do?”

“How, when and where do people want support?”

“What are the most relevant ways to engage and connect?”

“Is what we have in mind relevant to their immediate need?”



Designing with             in mind…



Sometimes ‘workaround’ ingenuity is amazing…



Sometimes ‘workaround’ ideas display 
resourcefulness…



Sometimes ‘workarounds’ are just great ideas…



Or very practical…



But usually, 
‘workarounds’
are WORSE than the 
problems you are 
trying to avoid! 



Sometimes ‘workarounds’ are just not going to WORK!



Activity: The Marshmallow Challenge

In teams of 5-6…

You have 18 minutes to build the 

TALLEST FREESTANDING STRUCTURE



20 pieces of spaghetti
1 meter tape
1 meter string

Scissors
ONE marshmallow

Your Tools  



FYI



The ENTIRE marshmallow needs 
to be on the top of the structure. 

You can use as much or as little of 
the equipment as you like. And 

you can break or cut the 
spaghetti, string or tape. 



The winner will be the team with 
the TALLEST structure measured 
from the table top to the top of 

the marshmallow. 

The structure can NOT be 
suspended from a higher 

structure 
(i.e. a chair or the ceiling).



Cutting or eating part of 
the marshmallow 

AND/OR
Holding the structure 

= DISQUALIFICATION



GO! 





Small Group Discussion

If influencing behaviour is your goal – and being 

cost efficient and sustainable forms part of your 

desired outcome, how can Human Centred Design 

support efforts?

What insights did you get from participating in the 

Marshmallow Challenge, that relate to the 

challenges faced when building cost effective 

sustainable ways of influencing consumer 

behaviour?



TEA BREAK



Using the HCD Method



Good Return’s Approach

If we want to meet the needs of the people we are designing for, we 

have to understand them...

Unfortunately, standard techniques of inquiry rarely lead to truly 

innovative solutions.

Good Return understands Human Centred Design as a method that 

sets the tone, voice and approach of our work. 

HCD is all about building deep empathy – analysing and applying 

information and insights gathered from spending time in the reality of 

those you are designing for – to engage in creative collaborations, 

spark loads of ideas, co-create prototypes and rapidly evolve and 

refine through real time interactions and testing.



Good Return is serious about going into the environment of 

those who we are designing for in the course of normal 

everyday routines - learning through observing behaviours 

unanticipated usage patterns, triggers of behaviour and 

‘workarounds’….

listening to their voices and hearing their experiences, 

perceptions and expectations; and witnessing current or 

possible problems or barriers inherent in products or 

services that may be unacknowledged to date but holds

opportunity for a solution…

So as to get a host of information and insights that support 

the development of tailor made solutions to match their 

needs, priorities and preferences.



HCD requires…

Human Centred Design requires new and deeper level 

thinking to identifying the 

key determinants and critical deterrents of behaviour.

Sometimes people are so accustomed to current conditions 

that they don’t think to raise concerns or ask for a new 

solution – even if they have real needs that could be 

addressed in new ways.

Familiarity and habit tends to surrender us to inconvenience 

and resolution – ‘workarounds’ force us to forget we are 

actually behaving in a less-than-optimal way!



Creating Economic Opportunities for Rural Communities 
Solomon Islands – Good Return in partnership with ADB



ADB and Good Return, in partnership with the University of the South Pacific, 
so far has invested…

31 Calendar Days spent on the ground in rural communities*
33,522 Air miles traveled in and around the Solomon Islands **
640 Passenger Ship sea miles
615 Km traveled by truck on Ulawa Island
141 Gallons fuel in outboard boats on Isabel Island
108 Walking hours
63 Villages covered
614 People engaged in the Quantitative Survey (Isabel & Ulawa)
95 People engaged in the In Context & Qualitative Research
111 Translation hours

* (consolidated calendar days community saw people from this project)
** (includes international air miles covered by the team) 

Metrics…



Panel: 
Designing Your 

Strategy 



Customer Analysis is the structured 
interpretation of customer data, to 

identify patterns and trends for more 
informed decisions that ultimately 

enable more effective achievement of 
social & business goals

Big Data, Trends and the role for Analytics



Customer Data
Customer Data can come from various sources:



Market Research

Quantitative Qualitative

• Individual Interview
• Focus Groups
• Live Ethnography / In Context 

Immersion
• Self Documentation / Digital 

Ethnography

• Online Survey
• Open Data Kit (ODK) with 

Android
• In Person Tabulation



Tools of the Trade
ODK MS Excel

SPSS think-cell



Customer Segmentation and Targeting

Uses

Approaches

Potential 
Applications

WHO

WHAT

WHEREWHEN

WHY

HOW 

MUCH

• Isolate distinct groups of customers based on shared demographics, 
attitudes, behaviours, or needs

• Identify and understand core social targets 

• Primary Research Data or Proprietary Client Data
• Decision Trees
• Clustering Analysis (e.g. k-means clustering, Latent Class Modelling)

• Identify social targets
• Develop programs based on holistic data around 

social target



Apps need an ecosystem: building out a tech platform



• Digital attendance records with instant monitoring, 
traditionally very time consuming task to manage

• Data gathering

• learner questionnaires 

• Information on financial capability change

• How engaged are learners in cascading messages

• How much time is a user spending on the app

• Speed of completing an activity

• Analysis of collected data, observe data trends, react

Mobile APPCAFE.m.app



How are we doing all this?



Human Centred Design & Agile Technology Projects

Waterfall method / Big Bang 
launch:

• Huge design and build effort

• No early feedback

• Big investment and risk, often no 
exit strategy

• Design for: 

• Based on guess work, 
“superior” knowledge and 
assumptions

• Build and design in the comfort 
of your office



Agile, iterative and Human Centred:

• Build, Share, Test, Refine, retest…

• Fail early, change your course 
when needed

• Small initial investment and risk

• Design with: 
• No guessing - based on facts and 

observations

• go to where the end users are and 
test your assumptions

Human Centred Design & Agile Technology Projects



TechnologyCAFE.m.app
• Hybrid mobile app with Web Technologies 

(HTML/JavaScript)

• Develop code once, deploy to any mobile platform or 
even as a website online

• Developer skills needed readily available and affordable 
(compared to native android development for instance)

• Ability to test and share the app online with any stake 
holders around the world for fast feedback

• Quick turn around time for iterations, easy portability 
for field testing



But having an app or a digital game in isolation is not cost efficient or 
sustainable… 

You need to build a digital ecosystem and an integrated program



So you don’t have a big 
budget – can you still 
move into digital?



Yes! There are affordable alternatives
• Digital Products and tools: Open source and free / Community and not for 

profit licenses

• Utilise sponsoring corporates and their technology resources

• Technology skills: 

oTechnology volunteering pool - hasn’t been tapped into much traditionally

oTechnology NGOs

oGet to know the technology sector in your target country

 Cost effective resources

 Build up local technology capacity by skilling up local IT talent, WIN-WIN

• Technology networking:

oBase/Target country



Developing insights you can trust…
• What is Interactive Voice Response (IVR)?

• Allows a computer to interact with people 
through voice and Dual Tone Multi frequency 
Tone input via keypad

• Why IVR?

• Minimal literacy required

• Wide reach

• Works on all phones



How has IVR been used?

• ‘Voice of the Client’ by MIX & Hivos

• Clients participate in a questionnaire to see which system gives the 
most honest results

Face-to-
face

Call Centre 
Operator

IVR



Results of 
‘Voice of the 
Client’ 
in India



• ‘Outstanding Workers Hotline’ by Better Factories Cambodia

• ‘Verboice’ by Instedd (http://verboice.instedd.org/)
• Free & open source
• Non-programmers can create IVR flows
• Highly customisable and scalable 

How has IVR been used?

http://verboice.instedd.org/


Prototyping the IVR

1. Design & 
customisation 

of IVR platform

2. Hosting of 
the platform

3. Contract 
with a telco



We are not afraid to 

talk about measurement!



Building Scale
Taking a initiative or campaign to scale needs the 
right architecture / platform

• How can we best leverage our efforts with our 
implementing partners?

• How can we scale effectively while maintaining 
quality?

• How can we gain real time insights into 
initiative/campaign implementation?



Learning Management System



Partnerships are key



Implementing Scalability Tools



Modules

The Consumer Awareness 

& Financial Empowerment 

Initiative



Influencing Consumer Behaviour

HCD in Practice
3 Examples from the Good Return Experience

For people to try new behaviors, provide opportunity 
for recall, experiment, and reinforcement. 

Design simple & easy ‘real life tasks’ with incremental 
steps that set them up for SUCCESS…

For everyone to benefit from integrating the Client 
Protection and Financial Behaviors, both FSP’s and 
Consumers have to work together!



Question Time!



Robyn Robertson

Technical Lead

Financial Capability and Consumer Empowerment

Good Return

Email: robyn@goodreturn.org

Mobile: +61 402328986

Twitter: @nxtstep2

Skype: RobynRobertson

www.goodreturn.org

Good Return is an initiative of World Education

and an Australian Aid accredited agency.

mailto:robyn@goodreturn.org
http://www.goodreturn.org/

